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A B S T R A C T   

In this study, we designed a lightweight Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 medium-entropy alloy (MEA) (calculated density 
of 6.803 g/cm3) with enhanced mechanical properties. The MEA samples were produced in three conditions with 
varying microstructures via thermomechanical processing. They achieved excellent tensile properties through 
strengthening mechanisms such as partial recrystallization, ultrafine grains, and M23C6 and B2 precipitates. 
Different strengthening mechanisms were applied depending on the annealing heat treatment conditions, 
resulting in three different strength-elongation combinations. Furthermore, the MEA, under all designed con-
ditions, exhibited superior specific yield strength-uniform elongation and specific ultimate tensile strength- 
uniform elongation combinations compared to previously studied lightweight high-entropy alloys (HEAs) and 
lightweight steel. This was primarily attributed to the combination of benefits obtained from the low proportion 
of iron (47 at%) as a principal element and the large amount of aluminum addition (13 at%). The proposed MEA 
and its design strategy can satisfy the requirements for lightweight, cost-effective, strong, and ductile metallic 
materials, making a great contribution to the automotive industry in terms of crash resistance and fuel efficiency.   

1. Introduction 

Conventional alloy designs typically consist of a single principal 
element and small amounts of solute elements, but the materials’ per-
formance enhancement reached a bottleneck by the limited combination 
of elements [1,2]. Breaking with traditional wisdom, Cantor et al. [3] 
and Yeh et al. [4] proposed multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) as a 
new alloy design concept in 2004. MPEAs are classified into 
high-entropy alloys (HEAs) and medium-entropy alloys (MEAs) based 
on the total configurationally molar entropy value in an ideal solid so-
lution, and their significance lies in their ability to expand the elemental 
combinations limited by traditional alloy designs [5]. HEAs and MEAs, 
which classically had only single-phase solid solution microstructures 
with their high configuration entropy, have been designed over the past 

few years to have excellent mechanical properties through various 
deformation mechanisms such as dislocation strengthening, deforma-
tion twinning, hetero deformation-induced strengthening [6,7], 
deformation-induced transformation strengthening [8–10], and precip-
itation strengthening [11,12]. 

Recently, as concerns for user safety and CO2 reduction have 
increased, the automobile manufacturing industry has demanded 
strong, ductile, and lightweight metallic materials to simultaneously 
satisfy crash resistance and fuel efficiency. In accordance with these 
circumstances, HEAs/MEAs design strategies have also shifted toward 
developing lightweight alloys with low-density elements instead of al-
loys composed of heavy metal elements. For example, Liao et al. [13,14] 
designed low-density body-centered cubic (BCC) single-phase Tix(-
AlCrNb)100-x MEAs using thermodynamic calculations and obtained 
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excellent mechanical properties with a compressive yield strength (YS) 
of over 1 GPa via thermomechanical processing. Wang et al. [15] 
designed a lightweight Al17Ni34Ti17V32 HEA with reasonable compres-
sive properties at both room and high temperatures by precipitating 
low-density-elements-containing L12 phase in a BCC matrix. 

In this study, we designed a lightweight MEA (calculated density of 
6.803 g/cm3) with a chemical composition of Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 (in 
at%). The alloy composition of the MEA was based on Fe–Mn–Al–C 
steels, which are well known as lightweight steel [16,17]. The reason for 
designing the MEA by expanding the steel system was to have excellent 
mechanical properties and reasonable price competitiveness. In addition 
to the existing strategy of improving strength by adding carbon to 
induce precipitation of hard carbides, a small amount of nickel content 
brought additional strength improvement to the MEA through precipi-
tation of the AlNi-rich B2 phase. The quite high aluminum (theoretical 
density of 2.710 g/cm3) fraction of 13 at% contributed not only to the 
precipitation of the B2 phase but also to the low-density of the MEA. 
Reducing the iron (theoretical density of 7.874 g/cm3) content and 
increasing the manganese (theoretical density of 7.260 g/cm3) and 
chromium (theoretical density of 7.150 g/cm3) contents also contrib-
uted to light-weighting the MEA. Furthermore, three different combi-
nations of strength and elongation were obtained by controlling the 
microstructural evolution driving force through various annealing heat 
treatment temperatures. This research has the potential to yield valuable 
contributions to materials research, particularly in the development of a 
new lightweight MEA with tailored properties and cost competitiveness. 
These outcomes can have practical applications in various industries and 
advance our understanding of materials science principles. 

2. Experimental procedures 

2.1. Sample preparation 

An ingot of the Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 (in at%) MEA was cast into a 
graphite mold with a dimension of 7 × 33 × 80  mm3 using vacuum 
induction melting equipment (MC100V, Indutherm, Germany) under an 
argon atmosphere. Metal pellets of Fe, FeC, Mn, Al, Cr, and Ni with a 
purity of 99.9% or more were used as starting elements. The as-cast 
ingot was then homogenization heat treated at 1200 ◦C for 6 h in an 
argon atmosphere, followed by water quenching. It was subsequently 
cold-rolled at room temperature from a thickness of ~7.0 mm to ~1.2 
mm (corresponding to an ~84% thickness reduction ratio). The as-rolled 
sheet was annealed at 700 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 900 ◦C, each for 30 min under 
an argon atmosphere, followed by water quenching. These annealed 
samples are denoted as A700, A800, and A900, respectively, according 
to the annealing heat treatment temperatures. 

2.2. Mechanical properties evaluations 

The uniaxial tensile tests were conducted to evaluate the mechanical 
properties of the MEA. Before the tensile testing, the dog bone-shaped 
tensile specimens with a gauge length of 6.4 mm and a gauge width of 
2.5 mm were cut from the MEA sheet using wire-cut electrical discharge 
machining. The tensile tests were then conducted by evaluating the load 
values using a universal testing machine (UTM; Instron 1361, Instron 
Corp., USA) and measuring the displacements using digital image cor-
relation (DIC) equipment (ARAMIS M12, GOM Optical Measuring 
Techniques, Germany). The tensile stress-strain curves were calculated 
by combining the obtained load data and displacement data. 

2.3. Microstructural analyses 

The synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) experiments were per-
formed to identify the constitutive phases of the MEA at the 8D beamline 
of Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL). The 8D beamline used an X-ray 

energy of 12.0 keV and a wavelength of 1.0258 Ȧ. The SXRD experi-
mental conditions were set to a step size of 0.02◦ and a holding time of 
10 s for each step. Then, the typical microstructures of the MEA were 
observed using the backscatter electron (BSE) mode of field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; JSM-7800F PRIME, JEOL Ltd., 
Japan). The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses were 
performed using FE-TEM (JEM-2100F, JEOL Ltd., Japan) for further 
detailed microstructural characterization. Dual-beam focused ion beam 
(FIB; Helios Hikari UMSII, FEI, USA) with Ga+ ion beam was employed 
for lift-out and sharpening preparation of the TEM specimens. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Alloy design concept 

Computational thermodynamics calculations were carried out to 
predict the outcome of our design strategy. The thermodynamics cal-
culations were performed using Thermo-Calc software [18] with the 
TCFE2000 thermodynamic database and its upgraded version. Fig. 1 
shows the thermodynamically calculated equilibrium phase fraction as a 
function of temperature for the designed MEA. As mentioned in the 
Introduction section, we sought to improve the mechanical properties by 
controlling the aluminum- and carbon-derived precipitates and the 
recrystallization driving force in terms of thermomechanical processing. 
The aluminum- or carbon-derived precipitates contribute to strength 
enhancement by precipitation strengthening based on the Orowan 
bypassing mechanism in grain interior and by composite strengthening 
based on the load transfer mechanism at grain boundaries [19,20]. In 
other words, as the fraction of the precipitates increases, strength im-
proves at the expense of elongation. As the fraction of the recrystallized 
region increases from the severely deformed cold-rolled microstructure, 
the area where dislocation can be generated and accumulated increases, 
resulting in a reduction in strength and an improvement in elongation 
[21]. Considering these two aspects, we selected three post-cold-rolling 
annealing temperatures: 700 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 900 ◦C. 

The equilibrium phase diagram of the A700 sample exhibited co- 
precipitation of B2 and M23C6 phases in the face-centered cubic (FCC) 
matrix, and the relatively low annealing temperature of 700 ◦C may 
have resulted in a partially recrystallized microstructure. It is expected 
that the A700 sample will show a combination of high strength and low 
ductility among the presented process conditions. The constitute phases 
of the A800 sample are expected to be the same as those of the A700 
sample, but it has a relatively sufficient recrystallization driving force 
with a higher annealing temperature. Hence, the fraction of the 

Fig. 1. Calculated mole fractions of equilibrium phases in the temperature 
range of 600 ◦C to 1200 ◦C for the Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 MEA. 
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recrystallized region may have increased or may have been completely 
recrystallized to generate ultra-fine grains. In the A900 sample, it was 
calculated to have major precipitation of the B2 phase and minor pre-
cipitation of the M7C3 phase, rather than the M23C6 phase. Moreover, a 
temperature of 900 ◦C is expected to be sufficient to achieve a fully 
recrystallized microstructure. 

3.2. Initial microstructure 

High-resolution SXRD experiments were performed to detect minor 
phases as much as possible, and the SXRD patterns for the transverse 
direction (TD) plane of the A700, A800, and A900 samples are presented 
in Fig. 2. All MEAs under the performed annealing heat treatment 
conditions had the FCC phase matrix as the major peak, but the peak 
intensity of each orientation was somewhat different. Based on the 
wavelength used in the SXRD experiments (1.0258 Ȧ), the peaks cor-
responding to the FCC matrix were 2θ = ~28.14◦, ~32.60◦, ~46.78◦, 
~55.46◦, and ~58.18◦. These peaks correlate with (111), (200), (220), 
(311), and (222) planes, respectively. In the A700 sample, the peaks of 
the (111) and (220) planes were dominant, and other FCC peaks showed 
very low intensities. Such peak intensities concentrated on the (111) and 
(220) planes indicate that the A700 sample was not completely recrys-
tallized and the texture generated by cold-rolling remains [22]. The FCC 
peaks of the A800 sample also exhibited stronger intensities on the (111) 
and (220) planes but were different from the A700 sample in that the 
intensities of the (200), (311), and (222) planes were improved. It in-
dicates that the A800 sample also had a partially recrystallized micro-
structure and that recrystallization had progressed more than the A700 
sample. Meanwhile, the A900 sample with sufficient recrystallization 
driving force showed SXRD peaks that were fully recrystallized without 
preferential orientation. 

In addition to the texture of the FCC matrix, the formed precipitates 
were investigated using SXRD patterns. The A700 and A800 samples 
precipitated the same types of phases as the computational thermody-
namics calculations in Fig. 1. In the A700 sample, peaks corresponding 
to the B2 and M23C6 phases were detected with very low intensities. The 
same peaks indicating the precipitates were also observed in the A800 
sample. While the M23C6 phase peak intensities in the A800 sample were 
as low as in the A700 sample, the peaks of the B2 phase exhibited 
stronger intensities. That is, more B2 phase would have been precipi-
tated in the A800 sample compared to the A700 sample. In contrast to 
the successful predictions for the A700 and A800 samples, the A900 

sample showed results that differed from the thermodynamic calcula-
tions. While it was predicted that the B2 and M7C3 phases were 
precipitated in the FCC matrix, the B2 and M23C6 peaks were detected in 
the A900 sample as in other samples. It is expected that the prediction 
error of the A900 sample is mainly due to the need to extrapolate from 
the existing databases to calculate the MEA that deviate from conven-
tional alloy system [23]. Therefore, the designed MEA had FCC phase 
matrix and B2 and M23C6 precipitates under all performed heat treat-
ment conditions. 

The BSE micrographs for the performed heat treatment conditions 
are shown in Fig. 3 to provide direct microstructural observations. The 
low-magnification BSE image of the A700 sample exhibited coarse 
grains with a deformed structure elongated in the rolling direction (RD), 
which is a typical cold-rolled microstructure (Fig. 3(a1)) [24,25]. In the 
high-magnifications BSE images of the A700 sample, nanometer-sized 
grains were observed that recrystallized by heterogeneous nucleation 
along the rolling shear bands, which are oriented at 35◦-40◦ with respect 
to the RD (Fig. 2(a2)-(a4)) [26]. Considering the SXRD patterns in Fig. 2, 
the recrystallized nanometer-sized grains contain the B2 and M23C6 
phases as well as the FCC phase matrix. Although recrystallized 
nanometer-sized grains were present along the rolling shear bands, most 
regions showed a cold-rolled microstructure with unresolved disloca-
tions. This indicates that it is difficult for the MEA to achieve significant 
microstructural evolution (i.e., recovery, recrystallization, and grain 
growth) under heat treatment conditions at 700 ◦C for 30 min. 

The low-magnification BSE image distinguishes the microstructure 
of the A800 sample into the recrystallized regions and elongated prior 
grain regions (Fig. 3(b1)). Unlike the A700 sample, which consisted only 
of coarse grains with a deformed structure elongated along the RD, the 
A800 sample had some recrystallized regions with an equiaxed fine 
grain structure (Fig. 3(b2)). In the recrystallized region of the A800 
sample, annealing twins generated during annealing heat treatment and 
randomly distributed precipitates regardless of grain interior and grain 
boundaries were observed (Fig. 3(b3)). Furthermore, the elongated prior 
grain regions of the A800 sample showed two types of specific micro-
structures. (i) With the relatively large microstructural evolution driving 
force compared to the A700 sample, the cold-rolled grains with unre-
solved dislocations inside the elongated prior grain regions were 
recovered by annihilation and rearrangement mechanisms and trans-
formed into several small grains. (ii) Some prior grains remained as 
deformed structures and recrystallized nanometer-sized grains along 
with rolling shear bands, similar to the A700 sample. 

The MEA was fully recrystallized under the annealing heat treatment 
condition of the A900 sample, and its ultrafine grains had annealing 
twins and precipitates identical to the microstructure of the recrystal-
lized region of the A800 sample (Fig. 3(c)). What is interesting about the 
microstructure of the A900 sample is that it presented a bimodal grain 
size harmonic structure where relatively coarse grains are surrounded 
by relatively fine grains [27]. Accordingly, Fig. 3(c2) and 3(c3) show 
different grain sizes even though they are BSE micrographs of the same 
magnification. This is mainly due to differences in nucleation rates 
depending on the regions. The shear bands, which are heterogeneous 
nucleation sites, were recrystallized first, and the regions located be-
tween the shear bands were recrystallized next. The recrystallized grains 
subsequently undergo grain growth during annealing heat treatment, so 
the regions corresponding to the shear bands have relatively coarse 
grains and the regions between them have relatively fine grains, 
resulting in the formation of such harmonic structures. 

The designed MEA was fully recrystallized only when the annealing 
heat treatment temperature was above 900 ◦C, which requires higher 
temperatures for microstructural evolution compared to other HEA and 
MEA systems. For example, the recrystallization onset temperature of 
the CoCrFeMnNi HEA was measured to be 600 ◦C, and the cold-rolled 
microstructure could be completely recrystallized by annealing heat 
treatment at 600 ◦C for 30 min [28,29]. The CoCrNi MEA exhibited a 
partially recrystallized microstructure when annealing heat treated at 

Fig. 2. SXRD patterns of the Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 MEA subjected to A700, 
A800, and A900 annealing heat treatment. 
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650 ◦C for 60 min, but was fully recrystallized when annealing heat 
treated at 700 ◦C for 60 min [30]. The slow kinetics of the MEA were 
mainly contributed by the addition of carbon, which is well-known to 
retard recrystallization [26,31]. As interstitial atoms, carbon solutes 
play a role in preventing recrystallization by blocking grain boundary 
movement through interaction between grain boundaries and solute 
atmosphere, leading to a partially recrystallized microstructure in the 
A700 and A800 samples. Furthermore, the addition of aluminum and 
carbon elements induces the precipitation of B2 and M23C6 phases, 
which causes sluggish grain growth kinetics by the Zener pinning effect 
and thus produces ultrafine grains in the A900 sample [32]. 

To investigate the microstructure in more detail, TEM experiments 
were performed on the A800 and A900 samples. The nanostructure of 
the A700 sample was not observed because it had an obvious deformed 
structure. Fig. 4 shows scanning TEM bright-field (STEM BF) 

micrographs of recovered and recrystallized grains observed in the A800 
and A900 samples. The grains recovered inside the prior grains of the 
A800 sample were composed of precipitates located at grain boundaries 
and a matrix in which dislocations were almost released (Fig. 4(a)). Only 
M23C6 precipitates were identified in the recovered grains of the A800 
sample. In some recovered grains, arrayed dislocations undergoing 
rearrangement were observed as evidence of recovery. Meanwhile, the 
recrystallized region of the A800 sample and the fully recrystallized 
A900 sample showed similar microstructures (Fig. 4(b) and (c)). The 
precipitates were randomly distributed regardless of matrix and grain 
boundaries in the recrystallized regions, and the coexistence of Cr-rich 
M23C6 carbide and AlNi-rich B2 phase was confirmed through TEM- 
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping results 
(Fig. 5). Such randomly distributed dual-precipitation acts as an obstacle 
to dislocations by the Orowan mechanism, resulting in reasonable 

Fig. 3. BSE micrographs at various magnifications for the (a) A700, (b) A800, and (c) A900 samples. White, yellow, magenta, cyan, light green, orange, light pink, 
and light purple arrows indicate prior grains elongated along RD, rolling shear bands, non-recrystallized grains, recrystallized grains along shear bands, recrystallized 
grains, recovered grains in prior grains, annealing twins, and precipitates, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. STEM BF micrographs of (a) recovered grains of the A800 sample, (b) recrystallized grains of the A800 sample, and (c) recrystallized grains of the 
A900 sample. 
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strength even in pre-existing dislocation-free fully recrystallized regions 
[33,34]. 

3.3. Tensile properties 

Fig. 6 shows the mechanical properties of the A700, A800, and A900 
samples, and Table 1 summarizes them: YS, ultimate tensile strength 
(UTS), uniform elongation (UEL), and total elongation (TEL). The MEA 
presented a tendency to decrease strength and increase ductility as the 
annealing heat treatment temperature increased. The A700 sample, 
which had some cold-rolled microstructure remaining, had the lowest 
UEL and TEL of 7.15%, but showed the highest strength with the YS of 
1241.2 MPa and the UTS of 1524.5 MPa. Considering that the theoret-
ical density of the MEA was determined to be 6.803 g/cm3, specific YS 
and specific UTS were 182.4 MPa  cm3/g and 224.1 MPa  cm3/g, 
respectively. The A800 sample, which consists of recrystallized grains, 
non-recrystallized grains, and recovered grains, exhibited the most 
balanced combination of strength and elongation among the three 
conditions. The A800 sample achieved both the Giga-Pascal YS and UTS 
while maintaining the UEL of 13.3% and TEL of 18.6%. Its specific YS 
and specific UTS were calculated to be 147.7 MPa  cm3/g and 192.9 
MPa  cm3/g, respectively. The A900 sample had the lowest specific YS 
and the specific UTS of 114.8 MPa  cm3/g and 168.6 MPa  cm3/g, 
respectively, but its fully recrystallized microstructure brought excellent 
ductility with a UEL of 22.1%. 

To prove the suitability of the MEA as a lightweight structural ma-
terial, it was compared with CoCrFeMnNi HEA (as a representative 
HEA), CoCrNi MEA (as a representative MEA), lightweight HEAs, 
lightweight Fe–Mn–Al–C steels (as an alloy system with a chemical 

composition similar to the MEA), and STS 316L (as a representative 
steel) (Fig. 7) [35–40]. Although we attempted to compare with a larger 
group of lightweight HEAs/MEAs, it was not possible because most of 
the developed lightweight HEAs/MEAs were evaluated for their me-
chanical properties using compressive tests. The CoCrFeMnNi HEA has a 
high theoretical density of 7.964 g/cm3, which is 1.161 g/cm3 heavier 
than the MEA [41]. Hence, the CoCrFeMnNi HEA ranked lower than 
alloys developed for lightweight purposes in both the specific YS-UEL 
combination and the specific UTS-UEL combination [35]. Similarly, 
the CoCrNi MEA had reasonable strength and elongation, but was 
inferior in terms of specific YS and specific UTS considering its theo-
retical density of 8.333 g/cm3 [36]. The lightweight HEAs had a very 
low density of 3–4 g/cm3 with a strategy using aluminum as the prin-
cipal element and thus they exhibited excellent specific YS and specific 
UTS. However, they had the characteristics of low ductility and are 
located on the left side of the Ashby plot [37,38]. The lightweight 
Fe–Mn–Al–C steels had a similar chemical composition to the MEA, but 
their YS and UTS were lower than those of the MEA, so they were located 
at the bottom of the specific YS vs. UEL and specific UTS vs. UEL Ashby 
plots [39]. The STS 316L is known to have reasonable tensile properties, 

Fig. 5. STEM BF image and TEM-EDS elemental mapping results for a recrystallized region of the A800 sample.  

Fig. 6. Tensile properties of the Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 MEA. (a) Engineering stress vs. engineering strain curves and (b) true stress and strain hardening rate vs. true 
strain curves. 

Table 1 
Summary of mechanical response measured in tensile testing of the Fe47M-
n25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 MEA.   

YS, MPa UTS, MPa UEL, % TEL, % 

A700 1241.2 1524.5 7.15 7.15 
A800 1004.9 1312.3 13.3 18.6 
A900 781.3 1147.1 22.1 30.9  
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but it had a relatively high density of 8.027 g/cm3 due to its high iron 
and nickel contents without low-density alloying elements, resulting in 
low specific YS and specific UTS [40]. 

Meanwhile, the MEA brought the benefits of both steel and 
aluminum alloy with its iron-based design and large amounts of 
aluminum addition. The chemical composition of the MEA consisted of 
iron as the principal element, but its proportion was low (47 at%) and 
the proportion of aluminum was quite high (13 at%), resulting in a 
density that was 1.071 g/cm3 lower than the theoretical density of pure 
iron (7.874 g/cm3). Therefore, superior specific YS and specific UTS 
were achieved, surpassing the CoCrFeMnNi HEA and lightweight steel. 
In addition, since it follows the excellent ductility of iron-based alloy, it 
exhibited higher ductility compared to the lightweight HEA. For these 
reasons, the MEA achieved excellent specific YS-UEL and specific UTS- 
UEL combinations compared to previous lightweight alloy studies. 

3.4. Deformation mechanisms 

Fig. 8 shows BSE micrographs of the deformed microstructure of the 
A700, A800, and A900 samples. The magnification of deformed BSE 
images varied depending on the purpose of observation of each sample. 
The MEA confirmed that there were only stable phases without meta-
stable phases using thermodynamic calculations (Gibbs free energy for 
the phase transformation at room temperature was calculated to be 
− 254.7 J/mol) and that no additional twin boundaries were found in the 
deformed microstructure. Hence, the plastic deformation mechanism of 
the MEA was mainly due to the generation and accumulation of dislo-
cations [42]. 

The undeformed A700 sample consisted of a cold-rolled micro-
structure with a deformed structure and nanometer-sized grains 
recrystallized along the shear bands (Fig. 3(a)). In the microstructure of 
the deformed A700 sample, coarse-grains with a deformed structure and 

nanometer-sized grains recrystallized within the coarse grains were 
observed (Fig. 8(a)), identical to its initial state. The A700 sample, in 
which dislocations were not resolved during the annealing heat treat-
ment, had a high pre-existing dislocation density even in the unde-
formed state. Such a high pre-existing dislocation density of the A700 
sample makes it difficult for dislocations to be further generated and 
moved when it undergoes tensile plastic deformation. Therefore, not 
many dislocations were additionally generated during the tensile 
deformation of the A700 sample, which results in the initial and 
deformed microstructures being observed similarly. Such specific 
deformation behavior can also be confirmed in the tensile properties 
(Fig. 6 and Table 1). The strain hardening rate at the beginning of plastic 
deformation in the A700 sample was the highest among the three con-
ditions, as larger forces were required due to the inhibition of disloca-
tion generation and movement with high pre-existing dislocation 
density. However, saturation of dislocations led to early plastic insta-
bility and material failure, resulting in lower UEL and TEL of the A700 
sample than other samples. 

The A800 sample, which consisted of multiple regions, exhibited 
different deformation behavior in each region. The regions with little 
microstructural evolution (i.e., prior grains remained as deformed 
structures and recrystallized nanometer-sized grains along with rolling 
shear bands) that initially have a deformed structure were limited in the 
further generation and movement of dislocation during tensile defor-
mation (Fig. 3(b2)). Hence, the grains did not elongate along the loading 
direction and its dislocation structure did not change significantly 
despite plastic deformation. The restricted dislocation behavior in this 
region was the major contributor to the excellent Giga-Pascal strength of 
the A800 sample (Fig. 6 and Table 1). Meanwhile, the initial micro-
structures of the recovered grain regions and recrystallized grain regions 
showed almost no remaining dislocations attributed to annihilation and 
rearrangement mechanisms and nucleation and grain growth 

Fig. 7. Ashby plots of (a) specific YS vs. UEL and (b) specific UTS vs. UEL for comparison of tensile properties of the Fe47Mn25Al13Cr7Ni5C3 MEA with CoCrFeMnNi 
HEA, CoCrNi MEA, lightweight HEAs, lightweight Fe–Mn–Al–C steels, and STS 316L [35–40]. 

Fig. 8. BSE micrographs observing deformed microstructures of the (a) A700, (b) A800, and (c) A900 samples.  
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mechanisms, respectively (Fig. 3(b2) and (b3)) and Fig. 4(a) and (b)). 
These regions were plastically deformable under tensile loading condi-
tions because they had low pre-existing dislocation densities and thus 
dislocations could be freely generated and moved. The recovered and 
recrystallized grains observed in the initial microstructure had an 
equiaxed fine grain structure (Fig. 3(b2)), but were elongated along the 
tensile loading direction after undergoing tensile plastic deformation 
(Fig. 8(b)). It allows for a reasonable ductility to the A800 sample, so 
collaboration with prior grains with high-strength characteristics ach-
ieved an excellent strength-ductility combination. 

The deformed A900 sample showed a typical deformed microstruc-
ture with entangled dislocations (Fig. 8(c)). The A900 sample was fully 
recrystallized, so its strength and strain hardening rate at the beginning 
of plastic deformation were lower than those of the other two samples. 
Conversely, the microstructure consisting only of plastically deformable 
regions led to excellent ductility of the A900 sample. In the plastic 
deformation of typical metallic materials, dislocations are generated and 
accumulated during plastic deformation, affecting flow stress as 
increasingly larger forces are required due to their strain-hardening 
nature. Here, the A900 sample can effectively hinder dislocation 
movements primarily attributed to the grain boundaries of ultrafine 
grains and randomly distributed M23C6 and B2 precipitates. Therefore, 
the A900 sample was able to obtain reasonable strength while main-
taining excellent ductility with fully recrystallized microstructures. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we designed a lightweight MEA that simultaneously 
satisfies low density and excellent mechanical properties. Three types of 
samples, A700, A800, and A900, were prepared under different 
annealing heat treatment conditions, and the following conclusions 
were derived. 

(i) The MEA under the annealing heat treatment conditions per-
formed in this study was all composed of M23C6 and B2 pre-
cipitates in an FCC matrix, but the degree of microstructural 
evolution was different. The A700 and A800 samples showed 
partially recrystallized microstructures, and the A900 sample had 
a fully recrystallized microstructure.  

(ii) Due to the insufficient microstructural evolution driving force, 
the A700 sample showed a cold-rolled microstructure of a 
deformed structure elongated along the RD and nanometer-sized 
grains recrystallized along the shear bands. The microstructure 
with high pre-existing dislocation density effectively prevented 
further generation and movement of dislocations, boasting the 
high specific YS (182.4 MPa  cm3/g) and specific UTS (224.1 
MPa  cm3/g). However, saturated dislocations led to early plastic 
instability and material failure, resulting in a relatively low UEL 
of 7.15%. 

(iii) The microstructure of the A800 sample consisted of various re-
gions: the deformed coarse-grain region with nanometer-sized 
grains recrystallized, the recrystallized ultrafine-grain region, 
and the recovered grain region. The synergistic effect of the high 
strength of the regions remaining as a deformed structure and the 
high ductility of the dislocation-free regions enabled an excellent 
strength-elongation combination of Giga-Pascal level strength 
and the UEL of 13.3% for the A800 sample.  

(iv) With sufficient microstructural evolution driving force, the A900 
sample had ultrafine-grained fully recrystallized microstructures. 
Although there were no deformed regions in the initial micro-
structure, the grain boundaries of ultrafine grains and randomly 
distributed M23C6 and B2 precipitates effectively hindered the 
movement of dislocations, resulting in the A900 sample having 
reasonable strength. Moreover, the microstructure consisting 

only of plastically deformable recrystallized regions brought 
excellent UEL of 22.1%.  

(v) The designed MEA showed superior specific YS-UEL and specific 
UTS-UEL combinations compared to previously studied light-
weight HEAs and steel. The lightweight, inexpensive, strong, and 
ductile MEA and its design strategy will make a significant 
contribution to the automotive industry in terms of crash resis-
tance and fuel efficiency. In the next study, we plan to investigate 
the corrosion resistance as an advantage of manganese among the 
elements added to the MEA. 
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